
 

 

Chapter 4022 

At the same time, Bill Jones mobilized the most elite forces of ten families to accompany him to protect 

the evacuation of Mike Jones and his party. 

Just like that, An Qi, who was in a coma, was pushed into the car. 

And the four unkempt, hands and feet were all chained, and the breath was sluggish, and they were also 

led into the car. 

“Father, say yes, Jiang Dong will gather!” 

“You must, you have to keep your word!” 

Before the house, Mike Jones hugged his father, and there was some sadness and unbearableness in his 

words. 

“Ha ha…” 

“Stinky boy, what you have to say, have you ever broken your promise?” 

“It’s agreed that Jiangdong will gather, then Jiangdong will gather!” 

“Your father and I, do you still want to see your sister marry Chu Tianfan?” 

“In this case, our Jones family has finally figured out a strong title!” 

boom! 

In the dark night, the cylinder roared. 

Five luxury cars, carrying Mike Jones and others, quickly drove into the darkness ahead. 

Seeing his son leave, Bill Jones’s heart that had been hanging all the time calmed down a little. 

He knew that tonight might be a goodbye. 

But it doesn’t matter, as long as Mike Jones and the others can escape to Jiangdong alive, the seeds of 

their Jones family will still be there. 

Their Jones family is not over yet! 

As for revenge, someone also did it for him. 

“Chu Tianfan, this time, I hope you don’t let me down.” 

Bill Jones whispered secretly. 

When he sent away the four titles of Chu Tianfan’s men, he was betting on Chu Tianfan with his life. 

Back then, Bill Jones tried his best to kill Ye Fan. Who would have thought that a few years later, he 

would become the first of the three Chumen families to fall to Chu Tianfan. 



Things in the world are really unpredictable. 

“Patriarch, Trumen’s people have arrived!” 

“I…what should we do?” 

At this time, the subordinates came to report urgently. 

Bill Jones sneered: “What are you panicking about?” 

“Isn’t it just death?” 

“My Jones family members, even if they die, they have to break a few teeth of Truman.” 

“Everyone, listen to my orders.” 

“Follow me out and meet the Great Elder!” 

Bill Jones snorted. 

He immediately led the rest of the family to the main gate to welcome the arrival of Truman. 

“Bill Jones, do you still dare to come out?” 

“You are disobedient and intend to rebel.” 

“The first elder has a life. If you don’t hand over the four titles obediently, let him rush into the Jones 

family and kill him.” 

“I advise you, if you don’t want to see the blood of your own clansmen, then you will be captured and 

handed over to the four Dragon God Temple remnants!” 

Before the main entrance of the family, a group of strong Trumen gathered here. 

The leader’s eyes showed a cold light, and Sen Ran’s words carried infinite murderous intent. 

“A little Trumen deacon, who is not even an elder, dares to yell at me?” 

“What are you!” 

Bill Jones answered with anger without fear. 

However, in addition to his anger, Bill Jones was extremely puzzled. Although there were a lot of people 

in front of them, they didn’t even have an elder, and there were only two or three masters. 

This lineup is like destroying their Jones family? 

It’s too much to underestimate them. 

“wrong…” 

Soon, Bill Jones realized something, and his expression changed immediately. 

On the other side, Mike Jones and others galloped overnight. 

The road at night was empty, and the five luxury cars were roaring like wild beasts. 



“Master, it’s five minutes away from the airport!” The driver said in a deep voice. 

Mike Jones nodded: “Very good, hurry up!” 

Finally, a few minutes later, Mike Jones and the others arrived at the airport. 

On the open field, a helicopter was waiting to take off at this time. 

The whistling sound is deafening, and the blinding lights run through the kilometers. 

After seeing the plane, Mike Jones’ tense heartstrings loosened a lot. 

Finally, it’s safe. 

However, just as Mike and his party got off the car and prepared to board the plane. 

A figure descended from the sky. 

With a bang, it fell to the ground and traveled in front of Mike and the others. 

“Nephew Mike, Elder Ben, you have been here for a long time.” 

A cold voice came out quietly. 

Mike Jones, horrified! 

The eyes are huge: “Big… big elder?  

 


